INSTRUCTIONS

CHiLD’s DuVEt coVEr

Materials from Gütermann creativ

close to the edge. Stitch two basting seams

(90 x 130 cm)

along the second long edge using a stitch
length of 5 - 7 mm, and leave the threads

Sew-all

Thread

in

matching

colours,

hanging loose. At one end knot the lower

145 cm wide cotton fabric from Ring a Ro-

bobbin threads together close to the last

ses by Gütermann, SUMMER LOFT Collec-

stitches, and pull the lower bobbin threads

tion: 1.40 m rose pattern fabric in pink-whi-

at the other end to reduce the flounce to a

te; 1.00 m shamrock fabric in green-pink;

width of 92 cm. Knot these threads in the

0.15 m flower fabric in white-green

same way and distribute the fullness of the
flounce evenly.

Plus:
1.00 m grey velvet ribbon, 1 cm wide

Pin the flounce right side to right side to
the long edge of the upper front side and

Cut

stitch a 1 cm wide seam. Iron the seam al-

From pink-white rose pattern fabric for the

lowances towards the front side and neaten

reverse side cut 92 x 132 cm and for the up-

the edges. On the right side pin the velvet

per front side cut 47 x 92 cm. From green-

ribbon centrally over the seam, attaching

pink shamrock fabric for the lower front side

the binding to the fabric and topstitch along

cut 93 x 92 cm. From white-green flower

the centre. Iron a 1 cm fold towards the

fabric for the flounce cut 11 x 145 cm.

wrong side of each 92 cm long edge and
stitch the seam close to the edge. Lay the

Instructions

upper front side on the reverse side, right

Iron 0.5 cm along each long edge of the

side to right side, making sure that the side

flounce on the wrong side; stitch the seam

flounce edges lie flush on the edges of the

2

reverse side. Lay the lower front side right

seam, taking care to catch in the edges

side to right side, so that the seam edge

of the flounce. Neaten the overlying seam

protrudes over the upper front side. Pin

allowances, iron and turn. Ease the edges

securely all round and stitch a 1 cm wide

into shape and iron once more.
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